
 

Edge gave 10/10 (well, as did pretty much most 
magazines).   
 
Trendy music:  Had albums released named in hon-
our of the game and launched bands’ careers. 

Not just racing:  GT is as much a ‘collect ‘em up’ of 
cars as much as it is a racer.   Each game has pro-
gressively grown but GT2 and beyond can easily pro-
vide 100+ hours racing enjoyment. 
 
The second Turismo game released January 2000 
extended the track and car list enormously (600+ 
real licensed cars).  It included rally stages, the fan-
tastic Laguna Seca track and gave the option to 
change the car wheels from a selection of hundreds. 
It was so big it came on two CD-ROMS and amazingly 
a ’scratch and sniff’ coating was put on the discs to 
give the ’pit-stop’ smell.    
 
To finish with, some more ostentatious but un-
equivocally befitting latin: magnum opus (A great 
work). 
 
 

*Sneeks.  Snobbish Geek.

Turismo needs no dialogue:  It has enough stats and 
awards to speak for itself.  But I can’t resist… 
 
Res ipsa loquitur (The thing speaks for itself).  Be-
cause when referring to the original 1997 Gran Tur-
ismo game, it is doubtless the De Facto standard:  The 
most popular and the most influential racing game 
ever.   
 
Kaz’s Modus Operandi was to create an accurate 
simulation of racing cars and Prima facie he did in fact 
just that, but take a closer look and he did a lot more 
besides.  The most amazing thing it did was raise gam-
ers’ expectations forever:  The huge roster of cars and 
tracks were previously unknown.  10 tracks 10 cars 
was common.  Turismo boasted near 300 cars from 
mundane hatchbacks to super cars, vintage classics, 
sixties muscle and prototypes.  Each boasted exquisite 
car modelling and lighting, leagues ahead of other 
dev’s. The game included masses of effective tuning 
options.  It is said that just moving the location of the 
fuel tank would affect handling of a car.  The Amazing 
replays were a profound way of showing off the phys-
ics. 

GT’s core strength?  It feeds the ego.  Oh BOY does it 
make me feel like a great driver.  Cars handle in a fash-
ion which makes you feel entirely like what you’re see-
ing is real. I’m not talking about driver-aids—TURN 
THEM OFF NOW! I’m talking about a car which looks 
real, which appears to handle as text books teach you 
they should, which reacts in the way it should to your 
own input.  Some games are too easy, some are too 
arcade like to feel real but Turismo’s recipe is perfect. 
 
The UK launch was 8th May 1998 (following six 
months build up of hype) alongside the brand new 
Dualshock controller.  At the time of release the simu-
lation game was quite small niche for PC Sneeks alone, 
but audaces fortuna iuvat (fortune favours the brave) 
and Polyphony had a critically and commercially suc-
cessful game.  So much so that the first two games 
became the first and third greatest selling game on 
Playstation (GT1 10.5 Million, GT2 8.5 million).  It was 
claimed that half the machine power dealt with graph-
ics whilst the other half dealt with physics.     

“It’s core strength—it feeds the ego.”  

“This game changed the  
world of racing forever” 

Above:  Kazunori Yamauchi at his desk.  (Mr Turismo-San).  Kaz is 
constantly winning awards for something or other...such as being the 
sole game developer in Motor Trend’s top 50 most influential. 

Above & Right:  GT1     Below: GT2 

 


